
language group:  (circle) Mandarin Cantonese English

How long have you been a Christian? How long have you served as small group leader?

1. For prestudies, what kind of format is better for you, for example, one that focuses on background and discussing the
main points, or one that focuses more on coming up with discussion questions and application?  Or something else?

2. Would you say the prestudies are: redundant with the notes and Mandarin/Cantonese leaders’ meetings; have too much
lecturing; have too much discussion; give too much or not enough background info; spend too much or not enough on
application and discussion questions; need more prayer time? Other comments? 

3. For future prestudies, would you prefer...
! more or less the traditional format of a general prestudy for all language groups
! doing away with the general prestudy
! having only a brief, 15-20 minute general prestudy, followed by time with your language group to work on

discussion topics and questions
! other:

4. The online study notes are:  too detailed / not detailed; too little / too much info; not enough sample topics and
discussion questions; too dense or difficult; hard to read; other comments? 

5. What kind of Bible studies or Bible study topics in the future would be best for your group members and their needs?
Do you feel we should study something easier than what we’ve done lately?

6. Are you comfortable now as small group leader? (If not, please explain.) What is the greatest challenge that you face
as small group / Bible study leader? 

7. SGL training (small group leader training) will take place before the semester starts (25 Aug., 7-9pm). For the training
session, do you feel a need to cover issues like: 

! how to prepare for Bible studies 
! principles of biblical interpretation
! how to understand the areas of Scripture we'll be studying in the coming semester 
! how to come up with good questions 
! how to lead and take care of a group 
! small group dynamics
! handling difficult small group situations
! how to maintain your spiritual life as a leader
! balancing academic responsibilities with fellowship, spiritual service, and spiritual life
! controlling time and managing the content of Bible studies
! certain areas of biblical or theological knowledge (specify): 

! other issues:

8. Any other comments, advice, suggestions, criticisms?


